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Bacon Dishes Trending Now

We know you love bacon just as much as we do; that’s why we put together a list of the best bacon dishes around San Diego. Check them out!

Located in Convoy, Common Theory Public House is providing customers with a chic and fun atmosphere paired with simple Californian cuisine that focuses on enhancing natural ingredients all while using distinct cooking techniques inspired by different ethnic backgrounds. Featuring 30-34 craft beers on tap, Common Theory must provide customers with the perfect pairings while sipping on these brews. So, they decided to take the most delicious ingredients and create the Bacon Wrapped Garlic Corn Dog. These corn dogs are unflawed finger food and are served with intensely-flavored Linguiça sausage, and house made dips for all your dunking pleasures. Both bacon and sausage fried into one picture-perfect little garlic corn dog, let that sink in for a minute.

A true smoke house in San Diego? Why, yes! It’s called Brazen BBQ and is making some of the best smoked barbeque dishes in the county. A smoke house with its very own saloon, Brazen BBQ has a menu with a variety of meats and cuts, Southern classics, and some California favorites. For your bacon needs order the Smoked Pig Candy. Thick bacon slices dusted with Barnyard Dust and a mix of sugars, smoked to a delicious gooey perfection. This candy will have you feeling dandy!

Freedom to pour! Yes, we’re talking about Barrel Republic. The mecca for craft beer lovers and that love tasting different beers from around the county, state, country and even the world! Barrel Republic offers beer drinkers a place to sit back, relax and enjoy some cold ones. Barrel Republic in Oceanside and Carlsbad also offer food that is as good as their beer. The most notable dish on the menu is crafted with bacon! Bacon-Wrapped Pork Belly that has a honey glazed and is served with local kale slaw. Bacon and beer! It doesn’t get any better!
Uptown Tavern in Hillcrest boasts an impressive bill of fare that many do not know about. This hidden gem in Hillcrest has an award-winning chef in the kitchen that is making some colorful and funky dishes. Craving bacon? Uptown Tavern has you covered. Order the Bacon Wrapped Dates with piquillo goat cheese and drizzled with a chocolate balsamic glaze and chili oil. Decadent, rich and fabulous.

Fig Tree Café in Pacific Beach has the California laid back vibe down to a tee. Breakfast and lunch draw hungry San Diegans to this local favorite every day of the week. With traditional breakfast dishes and creative ones like, Breakfast Sushi, Fig Tree has something for every diner. Looking for something salty and sweet? Get the Man Candy. Thick pieces of bacon baked with brown sugar and paprika. You’ll get sweetness, saltiness and a kick of heat.